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The Reference

A pre-Brexit reference to the CJEU by Mr Justice Arnold

On breadth of specifications and bad faith/intent to use, two issues 
where post-Brexit there could be divergence 

358 paragraphs, 90+ pages long – A must read!

Infringement proceedings; invalidity counterclaim on the grounds 
(i) the Sky specifications lack clarity and precision and 
(ii) the applications were made in bad faith.

Specifications up to 8,255 words; ranging from class headings to class 
headings supported by detailed lists. 
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The Issue and the Parties

A web of trade marks, covering very broad specifications, enjoying 

reputation on the back of extensive use on specific goods or services 

in this case (i) television broadcasting, (ii) telephony and (iii) 

broadband provision, that made Sky a household name) 

gaining increasingly broader protection (against confusion and as 

trade marks with a reputation). 
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The Issue and the Parties

Sky did not produce evidence of their filing strategy. To the contrary there 

was impressive evidence of their enforcement strategy: 808 positive 

outcomes across the world. Note: 

• T-183/13 Skype Ultd v OHIM, EU:C:2015:359 where Sky won but then 

settled; 

• successful oppositions, including against LittleSky for animal skins and 

footwear; and

• the existence of a number of third party trade marks incorporating ‘sky’.
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The Issue and the Parties

SkyKick: specialised business, selling migration to Office 365 

services (‘kicking’ data to the ‘sky’) to Microsoft Partners. US 

registrations obtained for restricted specifications in relation to 

software.

Decided to move to Europe despite knowledge of British Sky 

Broadcasting Group plc v Microsoft Corp (SkyDrive) [2013] EWHC 

1826 (Ch).
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Clarity and Precision post IP Translator C-307/10, 
EU:C:2012:361

Current practice: 

• a number of class headings/subheadings were not considered to 

be clear and precise in their literal meaning and would require 

further elaboration

• e.g., Class 7 – machines; Class 37 – repair; Class 37 – installation 

services; Class 40 – treatment of materials; and Class 45 – personal 

and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of 

individuals.
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Can lack of clarity and precision of the specification 
be asserted as a ground of invalidity?

Given the somewhat contradictory emerging jurisprudence on 

the issue, Arnold J (against his findings in Stitching BDO v BDO 

Unibank Inc [2013] EWHC 418 (Ch)) decided that now the 

matter had to be referred to CJEU.
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Are the specifications of the Trade Marks 
lacking in clarity or precision?

The breadth of “computer software” had already been considered by 

Laddie J in Mercury Communications Ltd v Mercury Interactive (UK) Ltd

[1995] FSR 850: 

“In my view it is thoroughly undesirable that a trader who is interested in 

one limited area of computer software should, by registration, obtain a 

statutory monopoly of indefinite duration covering all types of software, 

including those which are far removed from his own area of trading 

interest.”
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Are the specifications of the Trade Marks 
lacking in clarity or precision?

Note:

The recurring references to the distance between areas of activity ….

The divergence in practice between the USPTO and EUIPO

Arnold J followed Laddie J but added 

“[I]t does not necessarily follow, however, that the term “computer 

software” is lacking in clarity and precision … On the other hand, I find it 

difficult to see why the reasoning of the TMDN with respect to 

“machines” in Class 7 is not equally applicable to “computer software”.
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The References

Arnold J would refer, the following questions to the CJEU: 

Can an EU trade mark or a national trade mark registered in a Member 
State be declared wholly or partially invalid on the ground that some or all 
of the terms in the specification are lacking in sufficient clarity or precision 
to enable the competent authorities and third parties to determine the 
extent of the protection conferred by the trade mark?

If the answer to (1) is yes, is a term such as “computer software” lacking in 
sufficient clarity or precision to enable the competent authorities and third 
parties to determine the extent of the protection conferred by the trade 
mark? 
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Intent to Use – Bad Faith

The issue: 

“If a trade mark can be registered without any intention to use it in 

relation to all or some of the specified goods and services, and the 

registration cannot be attacked or limited on bad faith grounds, then the 

system will be open to abuse. Examples of such abuses can be seen in the 

case law reviewed below. This problem will be particularly acute if broad 

specifications of goods and services cannot be attacked on grounds of 

lack of clarity and precision.”
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Bad Faith post Lindt 

Open multi-factor test, trying to identify objective factors establishing 
a subjective state, focusing on (i) the fact that the applicant knows or 
must know use by a third party; (ii) the applicant’s intention to 
prevent that third party from continuing to use such a sign; and (iii) 
the degree of legal protection enjoyed by the conflicting signs. 

Arnold J refocused the test on the intention to use and following an 
analysis of CJEU and GC jurisprudence he read it as establishing that

“at least in some circumstances, applying to register a trade mark 
without intending to use it can amount to bad faith”.
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Bad Faith post Lindt

Two cases were particularly relevant: 

C-327/12 Simca Europe Ltd v OHIM, EU:T:2014:240 
established that authorities should consider the applicant’s 
commercial logic for filing its application; and 

T-82/14 Copernicus-Trademarks Ltd v EUIPO, EU:T:2016:396 
found that cyclical, six month,  ‘chain’, priority establishing, 
filing constituted bad faith, akin to abuse of the law. 
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The Position in the UK

The law requires at least a bona fide intention to use. 

The concept of bad faith is a bit idiosyncratic: Gromax Plasticulture Ltd v Don & 
Low Nonwovens Ltd [1999] RPC 367.

Geoffrey Hobbs had accepted in DEMON ALE Trade Mark [2000] RPC 345 that 
admitting no intention to use meant that the application was made in bad faith. 
Kitchin LJ, had followed a similar approach in Ferrero SpA’s Trade Marks [2004] 
RPC 29.

Arnold J had dealt with the issue in Red Bull [2012] EWHC 1929 (Ch) holding 
that a reasonable or contingent intention to use the mark in relation to the 
contested products would suffice to avoid bad faith. Post Red Bull, the approach 
hasn’t changed. 
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Bad Faith post Lindt

Arnold J brought together the following points:

No express requirement of an intention to use; but in certain circumstances, it may 
constitute bad faith to apply to register a trade mark without any intention to use.

A reasonable commercial rationale or a contingent intention to use does NOT 
constitute bad faith.

An application can be made partly in good faith and partly in bad faith.

The intent to use requirement in the UK is compatible with European law. 

EUIPO’s position was that when bad faith is established, the whole EUTM is 
declared invalid for its entire specification.

None of the above constituted an acte claire and all could be challenged before / 
referred to the CJEU. 15



The Factual Context

Having reviewed the evidence Arnold J concluded that the 

reason for including 

“goods and services in respect of which Sky had no reasonable 

commercial rationale for seeking registration … was that Sky had a 

strategy of seeking very broad protection of the Trade Marks 

regardless of whether it was commercially justified”.
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The Additional References

Arnold J. would refer the additional three questions to the CJEU. 

Can it constitute bad faith to apply to register a trade mark without any 

intention to use it in relation to the specified goods or services?

If the answer to question (3) is yes, is it possible to conclude that the 

applicant made the application partly in good faith and partly in bad faith if 

the applicant had an intention to use the trade mark in relation to some of 

the specified goods or services, but no intention to use the trade mark in 

relation to other specified goods or services?  

Is section 32(3) of the 1994 Act compatible with the Directive and its 

predecessors?
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Additional Points – The Territorial Extent of an 
Injunction 

He juxtaposed C-223/15 combit Software GmbH v Commit Business 

Solutions Ltd, EU:C:2016:719 with C-235/09 DHL Express France, 

EU:C:2011:238 and focused on who carries the burden of proof:

“… the onus lies upon the trade mark proprietor to establish a likelihood 

of confusion in at least part of the EU. If he does so, then he will be 

entitled to EU-wide relief unless the defendant demonstrates that there 

is no likelihood of confusion in other parts of EU, for example, for 

linguistic reasons. There is no reason to think that the allocation of the 

burden of proof is any different under Article 9(2)(c) of the Regulation”.
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The Factual Outcome

Having considered the facts of the case he held that if the trade marks 

were found to be valid there would be infringement based on confusion.

From a trade mark with reputation perspective he found that in the 

absence of confusion there is any real risk of detriment to the distinctive 

character, partly based on the distance between the fields of use. Note 

again the relevance of the distance between areas of use.

In terms of unfair advantage he found that there was no basis for believing 

“that there is likely to be any transfer of image from SKY to SkyKick”.

No passing off.
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The Factual Outcome

Own name defence?

Balancing the factors he found that the defence could not be 

established. 

Finally he also held that the amendment to Article 12(a) of 

Regulation to restrict the own name defence to natural persons was 

not invalid. The measure was not manifestly inappropriate. 

“It is plain that different considerations are involved in affording a 

defence for the defendant’s use of their own name depending on 

whether the defendant is a natural person or a legal person”.
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